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ABSTRACT  
  

  

Paying mobile bills have now become simple with the help of Internet banking and credit cards, to make it 

easier new efforts are made with this thesis. The document provides complete information about mobile 

credit using GSM network and how it is done.  

Customer adapted to prepay gets credited by buying them online or at the store nearby. Whereas the post 

pay adapted costumer pays his bills by end of his service session through online money transfer or paying 

bills at store. These payment processes are hard to make sometimes, considering the resources available in 

underdeveloped countries or in a place where Internet is difficult to find. Unstructured Supplementary 

Service Data payments also comes handy when a customer runs out of Internet credits or uses a phone 

which does not provide him internet on the go.  

With limited resources, USSD payment provides client advantage of get phone card credited on tap. To 

make this happen, network provider and banks must work together. The network provider creates a database 

to save bankcard details and accesses them when required with permission of the respective customer 

whenever a transition is made through USSD. For every payment an authentication protocol is performed 

to avoid hackers and make secured money transfer.    

 To implement this thesis, a lab with servers should be provided. A virtual MySQL database created with 

“phpMyAdmin”, instead. The database will store the customer credentials. Communication between these 

two databases is done with different types of communications using USSD codes. In the document the 

possible way to implement USSD payments is explained and also a little survey on, “why no one tried to 

make use of GSM network for recharge and to pay bills instead of using internet and also where the database 

should be created in GSM architecture and how it works”.   

                            Keywords—bank cards, GSM, databases, Internet banking, phone cards, USSD payment.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
  

A GSM service provider sells his services with the name mobile credits. Customer should buy 

them to get primary mobile phone services i.e., telephone calls, text messages, mobile data. This 

trade is made in two ways, prepaid or postpaid. The names are self-explanatory to kind of trade 

they make. To make trade painless, telecom companies have come up with large number of 

techniques. However, most of them could not happen without resources like Internet, bank cards 

or retail store. Which made these payment services remain to limited geographical area [1].  

Imagine, paying mobile bills in an office elevator or getting phone card credited with in the 

time of a coffee break. Well, this project makes it real with limited resources and some time to 

spare.  To make a transaction, what customer needs is a mobile phone under GSM network.   

      In the present situation the network operators finding the different ways through which the 

pre-paid and post-paid customers can get recharge and pay the bills.  Many websites are created 

to get instant recharge or to pay the bills. All these websites work based on a database to store 

their bills and to perform recharge by using their bank debit card or credit card. Checking with the 

banks is done by the database to get known whether sufficient amount of money is available or 

not in their bank accounts.  

  

The below figure 1 shows transaction between customer and telephone operator.  

 

Figure 1Transaction between customer and telephone operator 

  

              When user dials an USSD code it contacts the database through USSD handler to complete 

user request.  
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● The database directly contacts with the user card issued bank to check the details or to 

check the availability of balance.  

● Then the bank transfers the amount to network operators account.  

● Then the bank sends information to database.  

● Then database completes the request of the user.  

  

This is how the transaction occurs. But if the top-up is done by using internet then the database 

contacts the merchant bank after wards it contacts the issued bank to check the details. So it’s a 

little bit long process if we use internet. The flowchart and detail explanation of recharge using 

internet is shown in back ground.   

  

1.1 BACKGROUND:  
  

     To make recharge we have several systems existing today, which are to be made through 

internet by the user. But Internet doesn’t cover all over the world in some countries because of 

some network issues. So, those people who can’t get Internet buy cards or they contact dealers to 

make phone to phone recharge. Post-paid customers go to the office to pay their monthly bills.   

     GSM network it is the most available network to make calls and messages through mobile 

phones. GSM network covers all over the world. Sometimes we have an option to get some call 

offers and message offers. We send a message to network operator and the network operator will 

charge according to offer selected. These are the systems existed today.        

      Previously little efforts have been done on this. People are trying to get credit through stores 

or online. So many websites are created to get credit or to pay bills and many stores are also 

established to make recharge for people without any convenience.   

      The highest priority will be given to pre-paid customers and on recharges which should be 

done at a store. They use any Internet or website to recharge, they only use a mobile phone to 

make recharge by using GSM network i.e. from phone to phone or some prepaid cards will be 

available to get self-recharge by using some USSD code (e.g.:*111*card number 18 digits #). The 

recharge coupon or voucher consists of 18 digit number which is fixed to an amount that the 

customer wants and it is stored in VMS (virtual memory system) which is stored as pending work. 

When the customer gets the coupon he enters the 18 digit code and the pending work is completed 

and it is loaded. The fraud users are identified and are avoided.  

    

     If we see about post-paid customers they need to pay the bills through online. By login in to 

the particular network operator website or else they need to go to the operator office and they need 

to pay the bills. The post-paid customer bill is generated. Mainly for the post-paid users the bill is 

generated at the end of each month by saving call’s list, message list and mobile data or any other 

services provided by the network operator. Based on the post-paid customer the bill generates by 

the amount fixed by the operator for the usages. It is a contract based allowance and the contract 
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should be at least for 1-3 years. The contract is stored by HLR (home location register) and AU 

(authentication center).  

Recharge using Internet: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above shown fig 2 is recharge through internet, described as follows: 

 The devices which are connected to internet are used by the user to get recharge to his 

mobile phones. 

 The website which is maintained for the merchant’s business (MB) are used by the user 

and fills details of how much amount is he needed and also card details. 

 The request is sent to the merchant database (MD) that is payment gateway. It transfers 

request to the merchant bank’s processor. 

 Merchant bank’s processor (MBP) contacts a mediator (card interchanger) and sends 

request to it. 

User Devices 

Merchants 

Business 

 

Payment 

Gateway 

Network 

Operator 

E top up 

Merchant Banks 

Processor 

Inter Changer 

User Bank 

Merchant Bank 

Figure 2Recharge through Internet Banking 
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 Mediator accepts the request and contacts user bank by sending the details. 

 User bank receives details and checks the user account that sufficient balance is available 

or not and sends money to mediator. If there is no sufficient amount it sends a message 

that amount is insufficient. 

 Mediator receives money from user bank and transfers it to merchant bank and send’s 

another information to merchant bank’s processor “amount is transferred”. 

 Merchant bank’s processor receives request and sends to merchant database. 

 This time merchant database generates one response to user to show message “your 

transaction is processed”, then generates one request that is e-top up (Electronic top up) 

to network operator. 

 Network operator checks the details of e top up and performs recharge to the user. 

 

1.2 MOTIVATION:  
  Today, a typical mobile user, check his mobile bills due with USSD. This thesis takes it further 

and provides him facility to pay due bills.  Simultaneously, decreasing time spent on mobile credit. 

As USSD works without Internet, this method of payment can work irrespective to geographical 

location and resource availability. 

Within few years, some network operators are thinking to turn off GSM. The main reason to turn 

off GSM is technical and financial. Turning of GSM means the bandwidth and spectrum is reused 

for mare effective 3g and 4g networks. To serve more customer’s with high data rates, but the 

USSD technology was also used in 3g and 4g networks to check balance and other services. 

Making recharge of mobile phones is to get high data rates and to make calls. So, this thesis can 

also be used in 3g and 4g network[2].   

1.3 Aims and Objectives:  
 The main aim of this project is to get recharge to mobile phones and payment of bills for post-

paid customers through GSM network by using USSD codes.  

 Objectives:  
 To create a data base in the GSM network as shown in the above fig. 

 Perform recharge to pre-paid customers and payment of bills to post-paid customers by 

accessing with the banks.                                                    

1.4 Research Question:  
RQ1. How to get recharge to mobile phone by using GSM network with the help of USSD codes?  

RQ2. How to pay the bills by using GSM network with the help of USSD codes?   

1.5 INTRODUCTION TO GSM NETWORK:  
     The required components of GSM network consists of mobile users, base station system (BSS), 

mobile switching center (MSC), and the public voice and data networks.  
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1.6 ARCHITECTURE OF GSM NETWORK:  
  
     The architecture of GSM network is shown in fig 3. Customers operates a mobile station, 

which is used to communicate over air with a base station called Base Transceiver Station (BTS) 

in GSM. The BTS consists of receiver and transmitter equipment, such as amplifiers and antennas, 

along with these it also have some components for signal and protocol processing. Link-level 

protocol for signaling on the radio path is terminated in the BTS, also error protection coding is 

performed here.  

  

      Mobile Switching Center (MSC) is used to perform routing through a switch for combined 

traffic of the users. In Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) all the switching functions of 

the switching node in a fixed telephone network performed in MSC. It also covers data 

forwarding, path search and service feature processing. The MSC switch has the administration 

for the radio services and also the movability of users. There are many MSCs for each cellular 

network which is responsible for part of a network.  

                                                                                       

 
Figure 3GSM system architecture[3] 
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TABLE I.  GSM ARCHITECTURE 

Abbreviation  Explication  

MS  
Mobile Station (+ Mobile Phone & 

SIM)  

BSS  Base Station System  

BTS  Base Transceiver Station  

BSC  Base Station Controller  

MSC  Mobile Switching Center  

OMC  Operation and Maintenance Center  

VLR  Visitor Location Register  

HLR  Home Location Register  

EIR  Equipment Identity Register  

AuC  Authentication Center  

  

 

  

1.6.1 GSM PROTOCOL STACK:  
  

GSM architecture is a layered model, mainly built for communications from one system to 

another system. These layers works accordingly to perform that the data to be formatted, 

transmitted and received accurately. The lower layers work accordingly to ensure the upper layer 

protocols. The below shown fig 4 is GSM protocol stack diagram.  

 

Figure 4GSM protocol stack [4] [5]  
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MS PROTOCOLS:  

GSM signaling protocols are generated to three general layers, which is based on interface [6].  

  

Layer 1: Physical layer provides an interface to generate logical channels and frames. Also 

capabilities like error detection and encryption.   

Layer 2: Data link layer across interface, the message transfer part (MTP) Layer 

3: the third layer is divided into three sub layers as follows  

➢ Radio Resource Management (RR)  

➢ Mobility Management (MM)  

➢ Connection Management  

Three basic types of GSM services:  

1. Telephony services or tele services   

2. Data services or bearer services  

3. Supplementary services TELE SERVICES:  

Tele services are of three types which are explained below  

  

Voice calls: This includes full speech delivering one user to another user, and also the emergency 

service provider by dialing three digits.  

Video text and facsimile: This type of teleservices is used to send a video text and also face smile 

with alternate speech.  

Short text message: SMS (short message service) which is used to send some text information 

from one place to another place. The other service is to getting known about the live scores, 

financial things etc.  

DATA SERVICES:   

  Data services are mainly used from GSM mobile phone. To send or receive data the building 

block leading to widespread mobile internet access and mobile data transfer. In GSM High Speed 

Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD) and General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) are now available.  

  

SUPPLEMENTARY SERVICES:  

 Supplementary services are additional services in GSM. Which are listed below  

● Conferencing: It allows conference calls that means calling two subscribers at a time.  

● Call waiting: This service is used to stay the subscriber that another subscriber is calling. 

He can accept, reject or ignore the call.  

● Call Hold: This service is used to hold the call if the subscriber wants to answer another 

call.  

● Call Forwarding: This services is used to divert the calls if mobile phone is switched off.  
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● Call Baring: This service is used to stop some outgoing calls, and also incoming calls 

from unknown number.  

NUMBER IDENTIFICATION: These are some services based on number identification  

● Calling line identification presentation  

● Calling line identification restriction  

● Connected line identification presentation  

● Connected line identification restriction  

● Malicious call identification  

● Advice of charge (AOC)  

● Closed user groups (CUGs)  

● USSD  

     

          

    There are many databases in GSM network and are seen in fig 2. Home Location Register 

(HLR), Visitor Location Register (VLR) saves the location of the mobile user. These databases 

stores the location of the cell to establish the connection to the correct base station. It also 

performs storing the data of calls and messages to perform monthly bills and also other 

administrative services. Some databases perform security issues Authentication Center (AUC) 

keys used for authentication and encryption; Equipment Identity Register (EIR) registers 

equipment data than subscriber data [7].  

  

     The below fig 5 shows the GSM system hierarchy. Which perform the relation between 

network components MSC, BSC and BTS. The whole network is separated into MSC regions (or) 

areas. All regions are collected at least one Location Area (LA). Which consists of several cell 

groups. “Each cell group is fixed to a BSC. To every LA there exists at least one BSC, but cells 

of one BSC may belong to different LAs. The exact partitioning of the network area with respect 

to Las, BSCs and MSCs is not, however uniquely determined and is left to the network operator.  

Who thus had many possibilities for optimization”. ‘The operation and maintenance functions are 

based on the concept of Telecommunication Management Network (TMN). Which is 

standardized in the ITU-T series M30   
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Figure 5 GSM System Hierarchy[1] 

 

1.7 INTRODUCTION TO USSD:  
  

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a technique which is built into the GSM 

phones. It is very much likely as the SMS (Short Message Service).  

  

Differences between USSD and SMS are as follows:  

       

SMS is a short-term service, which has ability to deliver text message. SMS first delivers the text 

message to sender’s SMSC (Short Message Service Center). SMSC then deliver the text message 

to recipient. The Sender gets a notification on the status of the text message at SMSC. The 

probability of instant message delivery need not be always unity.  SMS also provides a facility of 

storing and forwarding data.  

  

     USSD protocol is used to establish a channel of communication between GSM network 

provider and user. WAP browser and mobile money adapt USSD for performance enhancement.   

  

     USSD allows establishing a two-way data exchange, which remains open. USSD cannot 

provide facility of storing and forwarding data.  
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Note: A USSD service could be invoked by either the mobile user or the USSD platform.[8]  

 

1.7.1 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR USSD 

SIGNALING:    
  

     “USSD services uses the existing architecture of GSM networks. A user dialing a USSD service code 

initiates a dialog with the USSD application residing in a mobile network. The “Network Node” shown in 

below fig 6, could be either MSC, VLR, HLR or other network entity, such as an application platform, 

which has access to the specific USSD service” [8].   

  

 

Figure 6 "Handling of USSD"[8] 

  

      “3GPP TS 22.090 details specific “MMI Strings” or telephone numbers that could be disabled from a 

user’s “mobile station” to initiate USSD services specifically, the following number range is defined as 

being allocated in GSM network for USSD services residing in the user’s Home Public Land Mobile 

Network (HPLMN)” [8]. 

       For example the user dials a USSD code (*123#) from his mobile phone then it is received by the USSD 

application to provide specific USSD service. When the USSD service is available in the user’s  

HPLMN.  
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 1.7.2 USSD SIGNALING REQUIREMENTS:  
  

 

     The pre-paid user can use the USSD service to get mobile top-up or to know the balance. The post-paid 

user can also uses USSD service to pay the bills from their mobile phones.   

  

An example shown below [8]:  

  

1. “A mobile user initiates the “Balance Enquiry and Top Up” service by dialing the USSD string defined 

by the service provider; for example, *#123#”.   

2. “The USSD application receives the service request from the user and responds by sending the user a 

menu of options”.   

3. “The user responds by selecting a “current balance” option”.   

4. “The USSD application sends back details of the mobile user’s current account balance and also gives 

the option to top up the balance”.   

5. “The user selects to top up his/her account”.   

6. “The application responds by asking how much credit to add?”   

7. “The mobile user responds with the amount to add”.   

8. “The USSD application responds by sending an updated balance and ends the session”.   

  

     The below fig 7 shows the example of MAP/TCAP mobile-initiated “balance enquiry and top-up” 

service. It is an example to show how USSD codes works in GSM architecture and also the requests and 

responses between user and USSD handler.  
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Figure 7 "Mobile-initiated balance enquiry and top-up service"[8] 

  

 

  

  

Notes on USSD MAP/TCAP function of USSD with an application and explanation how it works is 

shown below.  

1. “The mobile-initiated USSD service commences with a mobile user dialing the USSD string (for example,  

 *#123#).  A  TCAP  dialogue  is  initiated  following  this,  with  a       

      MAP_PROCESS_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUEST service component sent to the USSD application platform”.[8] 
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2. “The USSD application platform receives the request to initiate a USSD service from the mobile user. The 

platform determines the specific USSD service requested by checking the USSD string dialed”.[8] “The 

USSD platform requests additional information from the mobile user (balance notification or top up?) Via 

the MAP_ UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUEST service”. [8]  

3. “The USSD platform receives the user’s response within a MAP_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUEST 

return result component”.[8] 

4-7. “The USSD application could request additional information from the mobile user several times for the 

same TCAP dialogue, each time the MAP_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUEST service would be used, as 

shown in sequence 4 through 7”.[8] 

8. “Finally, the network USSD application platform ends the TCAP dialogue, sending 

MAP_PROCESS_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_ REQUEST return result (Thank you for using XYZ…)”. [8]  

  

  

1.8 INTRODUCTION TO ONLINE PAYMENT:  
  

Online payment is a financial trade between service provider and customer with a web interface and secured 

online payment protocols. E-commerce given an ability of creating market in web to sell or buy products 

with exchange of money online. The purchase, selling relationships are in the development of new types of 

E-commerce has created new ways of money exchanges and new on-line payment technologies.  

● Credit-card payment  

● Debit-card payment  

  

  

1.8.1 CREDIT CARD PAYMENT:  
  

“Credit card based payment systems have payments set again a special-purpose account associated with 

some form of installment-based repayment scheme or a revolving line of credit. Credit cards typically have 

a spending limit set by the card issuer, and the interest rate levied on unpaid balance is typically many times 

the base lending rate”[9][10].  

Credit-card payment through online has been used since from 1960s. The visa and master cards are the two 

major card systems for international payments, other than these there are many companies in the market. 

The five roles for credit-card payment are as follows.  

● Credit-card holder  

● Merchant  

● Issued bank  

● Acquiring bank  
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● Credit-card network Functioning of Credit-card:  

When the credit-card swipes to buy any goods or paying bills. Then the information on the black strip or 

the chip of the card will gets contact with the merchant bank to transfer money. Before that it contacts the 

issued bank to check the card holder’s name, card no, expiry date and the availability of the balance.  

  

The merchant bank connects to the issued bank through network. Then issued bank sends the information 

and also funds to the merchant bank. Then the issued bank reduces the balance of credit available.  

  

The visa and MasterCard charges issued bank to cover its costs. The merchant’s bank charges a percentage 

for each transaction and pay interchange fees to the issued bank. The issued bank charges an interest for 

unpaid bills. The below fig 8 shows the credit-card functioning.  

  

 

Figure 8 Credit card functioning [9] 

  

 

➢ Customer makes purchase through online or swipes through network.  

➢ The merchant contacts clearing house.  

➢ Clearing house verifies account and balance.  

➢ Bank issuing consumer’s card checks and sends information and funds to merchant bank.  

➢ Then issuing bank credits merchant account.  
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➢ Issued bank shows purchase in customer’s monthly statement.  

  

1.8.2 DEBIT- CARD PAYMENT:  
  

Debit-card payment slightly differs from credit-card, because debit-card is linked to the 

customer’s savings account. It is secured with a PIN (Personal Identification Number). By using 

debit-card customer can withdraw money from ATM (Any Time Money). To pay any bills or to 

buy goods [10].  

  

If the debit-card is swiped then the merchant bank contact the issued bank to check the availability 

of the amount in his savings account. The issued bank sends the information and also funds 

instantaneously to the merchant bank, by taking from the customer’s saving account. There won’t 

be any transaction charge. It works on the principle EFT [Electronic Fund Transfer]. The below 

fig 9 shows the functioning of debit-card.  

  

 

Figure 9 Debit Card Functioning [9] 
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➢ Card presented for payment.  

➢ Transaction data collected.  

➢ Transaction authorization request.  

➢ Transaction routed to card issuer.  

➢ Authorization response.  

➢ Authorization response routed to acquirer. ➢ Authorization response ➢ Terminal 

receipt.  

  

  

  

  

2 RELATED WORK  
  

There are many researches on mobile top-up through network by creating apps, other online 

services through websites provided by the network operator or other private websites.  

  

There is no research based on USSD payment. Because the network is mainly used to make calls 

and send messages between two devices or more. In addition to that a USSD service is added to 

the GSM network. The main use of USSD is to check the balance in mobile phone.   

Some studies show, payments using USSD is possible but never came into existence.  

Inappropriate management of bank cards and payment system would be the reason behind it.    

  

In some GSM networks the operators providing a service by using USSD codes. If the user want’s 

any offers or any other service like roaming, message offers etc. The user dials a USSD code to 

choose an offer which he wants by that time. Then the network operator provides that service by 

taking sufficient credit from the user mobile phone, which is required to provide the particular 

service or offer that the user had chosen.  
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3 METHODOLOGY  
  

The purpose of this chapter is to find an appropriate method for my research questions. There 

might be many methods to perform this idea of thesis. Brief discussion of the method for the 

research questions.  

  

3.1 RESEARCH METHOD SELECTION:  
After performing a careful analysis on research method. First the method I haven’t chosen will 

be explained next, the method which I have chosen to implement this is thesis is explained below.  

There is a method to implement this thesis by using the existing software and database in the  

GSM architecture. It goes like this,  

➢ The USSD handler can able to manage the set of USSD codes, which are requested from 

the customer’s.  

➢ The USSD handler can perform mobile top-up by accepting the request and also by 

communicating with the bank by checking the balance of the customers.   

➢ The USSD handler can take credit card and debit card details and sends to the HLR to 

store the details for instant recharge.  

➢ The different card details are stored for different numbers on the name of the customers.  

➢ In HLR there will be data of the user which he provided as id proof at the time, while he 

was taking the mobile number.  

➢ The card details can also be stored with an attachment to his id proof. Which it receives 

from the USSD handler. It checks the mobile number and attach to the particular 

customer.  

  

But we can’t choose this, because there are some drawbacks. Couple of them are mentioned 

bellow.  

➢ The USSD handler can’t manage so many requests for different uses. There is a chance 

of misplacing the responses, with the heavy work load on it.     E.g.: “some time if we 

check for balance it shoes that server is temporarily busy or your request can’t be done 

now”.  

➢ The HLR storing data will be overloaded, then it may hang-up and perform the responses 

little bit or it may be too late.  

  

The above drawbacks are enough to show that the method is risky and ineffective way to 

implement.  
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In GSM architecture the functioning of USSD codes will be taken care by the USSD handler, 

which is present in the mobile station (MS). The USSD handler generate responses for the request 

of several USSD codes, which are dialed by the user of a particular network.   

  

To save bank account details of every customer a database is created. This database is accessed 

by base station system for authentication protocols. Creating an extra database in the architecture 

is the sole purpose of this thesis.   

➢ When the user dials an USSD code for any service. Then the USSD handler gets the 

request from the customer, and it transfers the request to the database.  

➢ Database accepts request and starts communicating with the bank to check the card 

details which are sent by the user to attach the details to his mobile number.   

➢ Database also communicate with bank to check the balance available in his credit card 

or the amount in his savings account if it is debit card to perform top-up.  

➢ Database sends the response to USSD handler for the request sent from the USSD 

handler.  

➢ Then USSD handler with the response from the database perform the action that the user 

want.  

➢ If the response from the database is denied, then the USSD send information to user that 

there is no sufficient balance in your account.  

➢ The database stores the card details to the particular mobile number and perform the 

actions when the user want.  

  

By creating a database there won’t be any delay or hanging up the network, it works easily and 

quickly. It won’t cause any damage to the network. The database should be created in between 

BSS (Base Station System) and MSC (Mobile Switching Center) because every database is 

connected to MSC and it manages the requests which are coming from the USSD handler it 

directly sends the request to the database. So, that the work will be done easily. Below show fig 

10 is the architecture of GSM network with an extra database.  
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Figure 10 Architecture of GSM network with an extra database. 

  

           

In real-time scenario a database should be created in the GSM architecture to perform some 

functions is explained below.   

User, to make recharge and payment of bills through GSM network by uses some USSD codes. 

To implement this we need to create a database in the GSM network at BSS (Base station system). 

Because the BSS will receive the request through USSD codes and it transfers to the database for 

checking with the banks whether sufficient amount is existing in the user bank account. Then it 

will make recharge to the pre-paid user and payment of bill for post-paid users.   

The function of the database will be same just as like as the database which will work in the 

Internet to pay bills and to make recharge. The below fig11 is the working of database in the 
GSM architecture and how the database will perform the operation and also the interaction with 

the bank. 
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 Figure 11 Recharge through USSD 
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Recharge through USSD is as follows:  

1. User dials an USSD code to fix his card to his mobile number or to get top-up to his 

phone.  

2. The request from user to USSD handler.  

3. USSD handler checks the request and transfers it to the database.  

4. Database sends the request to the payment gateway.  

5. Payment gateway checks with the user bank to check the card details or to check the 

available balance.  

6. The amount is taken from the user bank account to network operator bank account.  

7. Bank sends response to database by checking the details.  

8. Database sends response to USSD handler.  

9. USSD handler will send the response which should be shown to user.  

10. USSD handler verifies and sends to the user that top-up is done or details are added.  

  

In GSM network we create a database to get recharge and to pay the bill. The database function 

is just like as the database in the Internet.  

In this project the database mainly functions according to the fixed USSD codes. The codes will 

be stored in the mobile phone in the Sim card memory. If a user wants a recharge of certain 

amount he uses the code for e.g. * 111*18*100# (the 100 is the example amount and user can 

recharge with the amount how much he want).   

To get recharge mainly the debit card or the credit card will be fixed to a phone number to which 

the user want. To fix a debit card we will use another USSD code for e.g.*111*9*# then it will 

send a request to the database. Response from the database will be like this “your account is 

added to your number”. The process is same for both the postpaid and prepaid users.  

● Card number   

● Name on card   

● Expiry date   

● CVV code   

● PIN (not shown on card)  

The post-paid customers will pay the bill by using a USSD code for e.g.*111*10# it will be fixed 

to the post-paid for every month. If the users dials the USSD code the network operator will check 

the bank account and it will automatically pay the bill and also will send a text message that the 

bill had been paid. The security of the card details will be taken by the network operator.  

  

  

4 RESULTS  
  

The experiment was done in PHP (Hypertext preprocessor). By creating two databases in 

phpMyAdmin. One database is used as network operator database to perform USSD functioning 

and also to save card details for each mobile number. Second database is used as bank database 

for checking and approving the account balance of the customer when the customer, when the 
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customer is required to get recharge to his mobile phone. The communication between two 

databases is done by using different types of USSD codes.   

The user dials an USSD code in his mobile phone to fix his card details to his mobile number, it 

will be like this as shown in the fig 12.  

 

Figure 12 User dialing an USSD for a request. 

  

    

Then response from the USSD handler will be shown in fig 13.  

  

 

Figure 13 Response from USSD handler to enter the details of the card. 

  

 

When the user fill up the details and sends it to USSD handler then the response from the USSD handler 

will be shown in fig 14.  
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Figure 14 Response from USSD handler. 

  

 

The user dials an USSD code to get top-up of an amount 50 to his mobile is shown in fig 15.  

  

 

Figure 15 Dialing an USSD code for top-up. 

  

                                             

  

The response from USSD handler is shown in fig 16.  
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Figure 16 intimating the user that recharge has done. 

  

     

  

  

The above show result is the process for storing the card details and getting a top-up to his mobile.  

Some more points are as follows.  

➢ If the user want to change the card details, then he can dial a USSD code which is fixed for that 

function.  

➢ If the user want to get top-up and if there is no balance available in his account then the USSD 

handler will respond to user that “sorry this couldn’t be done”.  

➢ The USSD code for top-up is also fixed to perform action, but the amount of recharge will be 

different, it will depends on the user that how much he want at that time.  

➢ If the user lost his mobile phone then he can block his sim card so that the card details are also 

removed.  

➢ If the thief using his balance and getting recharge then we can catch the thief so that the user 

can get his mobile back. It is benefit to the user.  

➢ Security for the card details will be provided by the network operator. 

5 SECURITY 

  
 In this thesis the main important thing is securing the card details, because the details are stored 

in the database. So, the network operator is responsible for securing card details of each customer. 

Because at the time while we are taking a SIM card we provide an id proof which is used as a 

proof for that number.  

The same way network operator provides security to the card details of the user’s which are stored 

in the database. If the mobile is lost, unauthorized body can’t get accesses to user money. Even if 

he has, the person will be caught by respective authorities and the user gets his mobile back. 
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The hacker can’t enter into the transaction to take money or to miss guide the signal, because the 

database connecting directly to the issued bank without any links or connecting to any other banks. 

So, there is no possibility of hacking when the transaction is going on. These are the uses of 

database created in GSM architecture to implement this thesis.  

To get the details of the customer card or his transactions over USSD, a hacker must be able to 

capture the network. To capture a GSM network, hacker must have required hardware and should 

be at right time and right place which has low probability of happening. Every company hold its 

own encryption techniques and high level security counter measures for security bleaches. All 

these together make USSD transactions safe. 

    

 

6 ANALYSIS  
  

The benefits by adding a database are as following.  

➢ The database stores card details for a particular mobile number.  

➢ If the user wants to top-up his mobile phone then he sends a request through USSD codes 

it directly reaches to the database through USSD handler.  

➢ The database connects to the issued bank to check the details.  

➢ There won’t be any connection to merchant bank. Merchant bank to issued bank and again 

issued bank to merchant bank to transfer funds there is no need of all these process.  

➢ The database directly contacts with the issued bank, checks the availability of the balance 

and transfer funds to the operator’s bank. By this process the payment will be done quickly 

and there won’t be any security bleach. Transaction are made safe and secured with 

complete defense from unethical hackers.  

Adding database improves performance capabilities of the system like reduced running time 

higher number of packets handled. Reducing economical loss and time consumption over mobile 

credits is done. This thesis also solves other issues like using second generation 

telecommunication systems without letting them useless in future. Stopping telecommunication 

systems evolution is not the intention but using the old systems and saving the installation cost is 

aim of the thesis. The predefined structure is optimized and is used to save time and reduce 

limitations in mobile credit recharge process. The optimization of structure also makes security in 

the system strong and costumer feel safe. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
  

  

In the proposed solution, we have the ability to quickly recharging funds in the mobile phones 

for prepaid users or to pay monthly bills by post-paid customers. This way is faster and easier 

than buying prepaid cards in stores or buying charging code via Internet. This method of payment 

also improves user’s productivity.   

A model of this is implemented by using PHP with XAMPP control panel as shown is figure 2 

which enables the customer to communicate with the network operator to communicate with 

USSD codes.  

Future work is about implementing in real time scenario considering retailer could implement 

this model in the network to make the users easy funding’s to their mobile phones.  

  

This thesis studies the easy way to top-up a mobile phone with some USSD codes, through the 

network which they use, but in future it can be extended by getting top-up with IMEI 

(International Mobile Equipment Identity) number. So, that if the user changes his mobile number 

frequently then he don’t need to fix his card details again and again for various mobile numbers. 

This is how the thesis may be extended in future, top-up with the IMEI number of mobile phones.  
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ACRONYMS  
  

  

GSM:          Global System for Mobile Communications 

 USSD:          Unstructured Supplementary Service Data  

MS:              Mobile Station  

BSS:             Base Station System  

BTS:             Base Transceiver Station  

BSC:             Base Station Controller  

MSC:           Mobile Switching Center  

OMC:          Operation and maintenance center  

VLR:           Visitor Location Register  

HLR:           Home Location Register  

EIR:            Equipment Identity Register  

AuC:           Authentication Center  

MT:            Mobile Termination  

TE:              Terminal Equipment  

TA:              Terminal Adapter  

SIM:             Subscriber Identity Module  

PSTN:         Public Switched Telephone Network  

PSDN:        Packet Switched Data Network  

ISDN:          Integrated Services Digital Network  

IMEI:        International Mobile Equipment Identity  

OSS:         Operation and Support System  

LAI:         Location Area Identity  

TMSI:     Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity  
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MSRN:    Mobile Station Roaming Number  

HSCSD:   High Speed Circuit Switched Data  

GPRS:      General Packet Radio Services  
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